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Pop-up Play Only Killer feature you use to show your new Samsung Galaxy S III (S3) and make green iPhone users with envy. Multitasking is not just a good feature to do on a new smartphone-it needs to play in the same league with big boys and girls. Our busy life demands that we be able to do more than one thing at a time and not lose our place in an
application to communicate with each other. Various smartphone manufacturers have handled the challenges of multitasking in different ways. Fast application switching is not really really multi-but at least it gets the user quicker than one application. Cards like WebOS and QNX BlackBerry Playbook do a great job of true multitasking – but that does not help
Android users. Now, on galaxy S3, Android users can't just find the ultimate multitasking feature that no other platform can find – game pop-up. Pop-up games have the ability to watch pop-up play video-even HD video-email at the same time as your text, browse the web or do just about anything on your phone. With pop-up games, you don't have to start a
video and literally leave the video to use other features of your phone. Go to your video app to use Pop Up Play and start a video in your collection. We should be at the beginning that you can't work with streaming YouTube videos or videos from another service-video you need to be resident on galaxy S3. Go to your Videos app Play any video Play Video
Play Screen Pop-up game pop-up in the lower right hand-hand side now is active you will now see your video play in a small screen. The beauty of pop-up games is that the video stays on top of anything you can do on your phone. If you want to send a text, start sending a jit and a text by burning the messaging app – watching your video. The options in
pop-up sit up using pop-up games is to move the video to what you want in the screen to play the most remarkable and fun thing. Just take your finger and catch the video in any other part of the screen. This is especially helpful if you are sending a text and need ingaccess to the keyboard; Just move the video out of the way. You can convert to any app while
playing pop-up play video; just start any other application like normal and move the video to a part of the screen so it does not interfere with what you are doing. To go back to watch the video in full screen, just tap the video. Completely close the video, press video and then touch on the red (-) icon and the video application will close. Because of the
horsepower of your Galaxy S3, you should not really experience much in the way of any kind of pause or hesitate when using pop-up games. Your battery will speed up a little bit, but it's worth it. Now the lowest, Samsung Galaxy S3 owners They are the ones who can sit at the lunch table and have a video running while they send a text; that you feel and and
You strengthen in the office or school as the best person with the phone.... For now. After samsung galaxy s8 andS8+ started selling, Microsoft has now offered another high-end Samsung Android phone through itsofficial US store. We are talking about the Galaxy Note 8, which can go to Bougatunlokad from microsoft store for $929.99 (no black Friday
cases here, sorry). While the Note 8 is that Microsoft is available on isnt t which is different from the version sold by Samsung, Carriers, and other retailers, The Redmond CompanyInkouragas customers personalize their phones with macrosoftlauncher. As you may know, Microsoft Adventure (already known as Arrulawancher) is free to download by Google
Play, and provides smooth access todocuments, email, calendars, and so on. This Microsoft-made Android Longerallzo allows you to easily synchronize your phone activities with your Windows PC, thanks toits on the pc feature released for now, it seems that Microsoft is selling Samsung Galaxy Note8 in just one color version : Midnight Black. Interest? If
you are, you can order your Note 8 from Microsoft source via link below. Source: Microsoft Store As we reported yesterday, Samsung's bid to order on galaxy nexus failed. Apple raised $96,000,000 that evening, so the order is now alive. Need proof? Below is a screen hat of the Google Play store, showing galaxy nexus coming soon. It's really coming soon
— as we've presented a little bit a while ago, Google and Samsung will get web results only on the search bar that appears to be around a task, so also to the reficent search patent se what Apple has ordered. It most likely intends to be the temporary solution-web search is not just as powerful as universal search-but it is not able to sell their new Jallalybean
Laden nexus devices. Interestingly, neither Verizon and Sprint have updated their web pages yet, but if the update offered does not have to roll over devices immediately, we will not soon be able to add these carrier websites to a galaxy nexus order page if we can play for a moment-we are not fans of watching the smartphone competition They will be
decided by the courts from the beginning; every company thinks it is stolen when it is their own patent, and they feel they do not inbreach when it is someone other's. Finally the winners seem to be primarily lawyers, and almost never to consumers. We think it's unfortunate that it came to it, but now the court drama will have to play. Siri 604's patent (which is
about a type of universal search, not Siri per se) reads like a classic attempt to patent an idea instead of implementing non-lawyers, but naturally it will be for real lawyers, and judges and Jorace that presided over them to decide the ultimate fate of this patent. An extraordinary success rate in Google By voiding from the patent in it by re-examining it orakal v.
Google Case, so Google's recent recent Samsung and other android oEMs can point to a new phase in mobile patent wars to enter direct lying down-one where the same patents that are remarkable can result in losing them completely. Only time (and the judicial system) will tell. Source: Play Google, subscribe to the USPTO newsletter! (Gbi-Sof) - Future
Samsung Galaxy S4 owners can share photos and documents as well as music and games, and the group leader's device works as a Wi-Fi access point connecting to other devices with each other. This means that you are not connected to any Wi-Fi or cellular data network-a major change from the Galaxy S3 version, which relies on all devices being
connected to the same Wi-Fi network. It is very easy to sort and attach to a group that people can actually use the feature. Sharing through group games is not limited to Galaxy S3 and S4. The feature is also available on the Galaxy Note 2, and some tablets such as the Note 10.1 and the Note 8. Group Game is one of the many new features introduced with
the phone, and Galaxy S4 gives users the ability to share content from their phones around them. Galaxy S4 owners can use phones to share music, photos, documents and games with these people, or to share content. The part music feature is particularly interesting, and allows the same lyrics to be paid on several phones at the same time. For example, a
group of people, can use the feature to create a candidate surround sound system and have a quick party. Meet your friends together and let them enjoy your music at the same time. Wirelessly connect to more than one Samsung Galaxy S4 phones to play games and share photos and documents. Get all samsung galaxy s4 phones together and create a
powerful sound system that increases sound quality and keeps going party. Before Samsung's Inpakad event for Galaxy S10 phones, a Reddit user warned that galaxy apps are being converted into galaxy stores. The latest one along with the new name is the UI aesthetic. As with other headers of a UI-afd samsung applications, the Galaxy Store header
takes up almost half the screen rail estate. It probably looks like waste of space, but you can get more of the application with one hand. Based on the Reddit screenshot, the galaxy apps have moved to the top navigation menu at the bottom of the Galaxy store. The Galaxy Store also refreshes the navigation menu options: home, games, my galaxy, and
watch. Before, navigation menu consisting of trending, sports, special news, top, and gear. Finally, this app looks like a little new design of the samsung icon. The wire aesthetic and bright colors have been changed with the thyker lines and black shape. It's a subtler difference, but which comes in line with the other icons in a UI. As good as the Galaxy Store
looks, a Reddit user warned that the updated application system does not act with wide night mode Found in a UI. This one could change with a future update, if true. Renamed Galaxy Galaxy Now is rolling as a mandatory update. Be on the lookout for version 4.5.01.7, which weighs slightly at 20MB. 20MB.
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